
Meeting notes – Joint CEE and Product Liability meeting – 27th March 2001 
 
Meeting chaired by Ian Pears. Denise Kitchener (Chief Exec. of APIL) also present. 
 

1. Previous minutes approved 
2. SIG and regional elections – candidates all elected unopposed 
3. Next meeting fixed for 19th June 2001 at the Courtyard Hotel (by junction 

14 of the M1) – topic will be Conditional Fee Agreement risk assessments 
and it is hoped that there will be an insurance company speaker and case 
studies to go through 

4. Subjects for future meetings are being considered and any proposals will 
be considered. Currently the issue of rehabilitation is being considered for 
the meeting after next. 

5. A future talk is being planned on the Consumer Protection Act in June in 
the North West. Ms. Kitchener asked members to note that APIL maintain 
a product recall database, co-ordinated by Helen Blundell. 

6. The Executive Committee are hoping to make representations in the case 
of Calorie v Gray in respect of recoverability of insurance fees – APIL is 
pushing to make written representations. 

7. Information on Chester Street Holdings and Iron Trades can be found on 
the APIL website. APIL are trying to find out what will happen for 
Claimants. A meeting is proposed with the Treasury and APIL are looking 
for evidence of cases where this may cause problems at the current time. 

8. There is an ongoing review of the law of costs. The abolition of the 
indemnity principle is on the cards – it has been passed but the new rules 
implementing this are still awaited. 

9. Consultation papers currently out include a response to the Bar Council on 
accreditation, Lord Chancellor’s Department on Modernising the Civil 
Courts and the regulation of skin piercing. APIL is also looking at 
consumer issues and looking to raise their profile. 

10. APIL & FOIL continue to meet and also to meet with the judges – a joint 
forum is being planned for the Autumn. 

11. CPIL is running a growing number of training courses. A new course is 
being introduced in respect of risk assessment for Conditional Fee 
Agreement purposes. The Annual Conference is also planned for April 
2001. 

12. Talk given by Malcolm Bassett of the Research and Training Centre of the 
Consumers’ Association. CAR & TC are based in Milton Keynes and 
specialise in comparative testing, comparing products in the same range, 
and their results are often to be found in the Which Magazine. A copy of 
the talk notes are attached. They hold a recall database and within reason 
will consider case studies and investigations into produce safety issues that 
are raised with them. 


